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                                                        Abstract 
    Analytic expressions are given for the baryonic, electric and strangeness chemical  
    potentials which explicitly show the importance of various terms. Simple scaling 
    relations connecting these chemical potentials are found. Applications to particle  
    ratios and to fluctuations and related thermal properties such as the isothermal  
    compressibility Tκ are illustrated. A possible divergence of Tκ is discussed.  
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1.Introduction 
  The behavior of hadronic matter at moderate to high temperatureT and density ρ is 
being studied by heavy ion collisions. Moderate energy collisions, such as those done at 
National Superconducting Cyclotron at MSU and at GANIL, focus on the liquid/gas 
phase transition[1]. Much higher energy collisions[2] at CERN or BNL RHIC investigate 
the very hot and dense regions of phase space which probe a quark-gluon phase. This 
phase is then followed by an expansion to lower ρ andT where the colored quarks and 
anti-quarks form isolated colorless objects which are the well known particles whose 
properties are tabulated in ref[3]. Experiments at the proposed FAIR [4] will study the 
phase diagram of hadronic matter at aT and ρ which fills the gap between medium energy 
and high energy collisions. Statistical models [1,5-7] of such collisions assume an 
equilibrium is produced and its predictions are compared with experiment. Properties of 
the observed particles depend on chemical potentials associated with conservation laws 
such as baryon number B and electric chargeQ conservation. At higher energies, when 
strange particles are also produced, strangeness conservation is also present in the strong 
interactions. This paper focuses on the behavior and properties of the three chemical 
potentials SQB µµµ ,, . Simple analytic expressions are developed for SQB µµµ ,,  which 
explicitly show the importance of various quantities that appear. These expressions are 
then used to study particle ratios, particle asymmetries such as the baryon/antibaryon 
asymmetry, fluctuations and thermal properties of hadronic matter. Results based on a 
Hagedorn resonance gas model are developed. A possible divergence of the isothermal 
compressibility is discussed. The critical exponent associated with this divergence is 
related to properties of the vanishing of chemical potentials withT and the mass spectrum 
of excited states.    
2. Properties of the Hadron Phase 
2.1 General Results 
   The statistical model of relativistic heavy ion collisions [5-7] assumes that a frozen 
equilibrium is established in a volumeV and at a temperatureT and proceeds to explore 
its consequences. The particle yields >< iN  can be written in a simplified notation as 
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in the non-degenerate limit. The =ia )/(()/)(2/)(( 2223 TmKTmVTig iis π ). Small mass 
differences between different charge states of the same particle will be ignored in ia .The 
)(igs is the spin degeneracy of particle i , which has mass im , baryon number ib , charge 
iq and strangeness is . The ]/exp[ Tx Bµ≡ , ]/exp[ Ty Qµ≡  and ]/exp[ Tz Sµ−≡  are 
determined by the constraints on baryon numberB , chargeQ and strangeness S that read: 
=B ><Σ= iI Nb , ><Σ= ii NqQ , S ><Σ= ii Ns . Because total SQB ,, are each 
conserved so are the hypercharge =+= SBY  ><+Σ iii Nsb )(  and the third component 
of isospin ZI . The ZI is connected to the hypercharge SBY +=  through the Gell-Mann 
Nishijima expression[8]: YQIZ −= 22  ><−−Σ= iiii Nsbq )2( = NZ − . The NZ −  is 
determined by the initial proton/neutron asymmetry in the target and projectile. In a 
heavy ion collision the net strangeness is zero, but 0≠sµ . The negative strangeness is 
from hyperons such as −+ ΣΣΣΛ ,,, 00 and anti-kaons 0,KK − , while the positive 
strangeness is basically in kaons 0,KK + .  
    The simple quark model describes the hadrons considered here (strange and non-
strange mesons and baryons) in terms of ,, du and s quarks and ,,du and s anti-quarks. 
Since baryons are restricted to three quarks and mesons to quark, anti-quark pairs, the 
quantum numbers of the hadrons are restricted to 0,1±=ib , 0,1,2 ±±=iq , and 
0,1,2,3 ±±±=is . Contributions of excited states of a given particle can be added to the 
lowest members contribution so that .ii Aa →  For instance, the number of ∆  like 
particles < )1600()1232( ∆<+>∆ >+ … = )/11( 2 yyyxzA +++∆  where )1232((∆=∆ aA ) 
)1600((∆+ a )… . The πA will contain ,..., ρπ  and NA  has ,...,, *Nnp . Particles are 
grouped with =J },,,,,,,{ KN πΩΞΣΛ∆ and )( iii sqbJJ zyxAN −>=<  . An exponentially 
increasing Hagedorn density of states can be included as discussed below in sect. 2.3.  
2.2 Coupled equations for zyx ,, or the chemical potentials SQB µµµ ,, . 
   The Gell-Mann/ Nishijima expression for ZI2 = YQ −2 as a constraint condition gives:     
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The 2 )(BIZ , which is the anti-baryon contribution, is obtained by taking reciprocals of 
yx,  and z . Every numerical coefficient in front of y , when divided by 2, is just the 
isospin ZI component of each charged state of particle type J . 
    For 0=S , ZI2 = NZ − and for symmetric ZN = systems ZI = 0. Eq.(2) explicitly 
shows that when ZI =0 then 1=y . At 1=y , the .0=Qµ  For an asymmetric system 
ZN ≠  and thus 1≠y . Usually // Qµ <<T and Qµ 0<  since typicallyN  > Z and 
.1/)( <<− BZN  A lowest order expansion around 1=y gives Qµ ~ )( NZ − with 
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from eq.(2). Three terms in the denominator of eq.(3) are important. The large factor of 
10 in ∆A10 makes∆ central in TQ /µ . The abundance of pions coming from the collision 
results in a large contribution through the πA4 factor. The initial protons in the target and 
projectile are contained in the xAN factor. Of much less importance are the strange 
particle contributions in Qµ .The evaluation of zx, for 0=ZI where 1=y  is given next. As 
a first approximation these values also apply when 0≠ZI since // Qµ is usually << BS µµ , . 
The BB NNB −=  constraint equation reads:  
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The coefficient )42{( ∆+ AAN + zAΛ + 223 zAzA ΞΣ + + 3zAΩ } )(zC≡ is a polynomial in z . 
The BN is obtained from BN by taking the reciprocal of yx, and z so that BN = xzC /)/1( . 
Given that xonly appears in BN and x/1 in BN , a quadratic equation in x arises from the B  
constraint equation which reads xzCxzCB /)/1()( −= or 0)/1()( 2 =−− zCBxxzC . 
Thus =x  ( )/1()(42 zCzCBB ++ )/ )(2 zC . Since each VAJ ~ , ),/( TVBfx = . The 
result of eq.(4) can be substituted into: S− = +− − SS NN =0 to find z . The −SN is : 
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The +SN is obtained by taking the reciprocal of yx, and z . The solutions to the resulting 
polynomial equation for z simplify in certain limits which are now discussed.  
2.2 Simplified solutions in symmetric N=Z systems at y=1 and TS /µ <<1 or 1≈z . 
     When 1/ <<TSµ , Tz S /1 µ−= , and TS /µ  is given by  
 
     =TS /µ  2,21, )/cosh()2(1/)/sinh( SBKSB HTAHT µµ +                                               (6) 
 
The jSH , = )1(3)2(2)3(1)1(1 ΩΞΣΛ +++ AAAA jjjj are strangeness moments of the hyperon  
distribution. If TB /µ <<1, 1)/cosh( →TBµ , TT BB /)/sinh( µµ → , and  
 
        =TS /µ ))2(1/()/( 2,21, SKSB HAHT +µ TC BSB /µ≡                                                 (7) 
 
The slope of Sµ versus Bµ involves the magnitude of the strangeness in hyperons to the 
strangeness fluctuation including kaons. When 1,1,1 ≈≈≈ yzx , the ii aN >≈< . A factor 
similar to SBC appears in the discussion of a SB / correlation in ref.[9]. For large TB /µ , 
{ )/cosh(),/sinh( TT BB µµ } 2/)/exp( TBµ→ . Substituted this result into Eq.(6) gives a 
non-linear relation between TS /µ and ./TBµ  The TB /µ satisfies: 
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 At low T , where x>>1, and z  is small, the main contribution comes from 1±=S  strange 
particles ( ),, ΣΛK . Without ΩΞ,  terms, the relation between TT BS /,/ µµ is now 
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With TB /µ >>1, )/cosh( TBµ and )/sinh( TBµ exp(→ )/TBµ /2. The hypercharge 
equation =Y )/sinh(22)/sinh(2)42( TATAA SKBN µµ ++ ∆  gives TB /µ in closed form. 
2.3 Role of the Hagedorn mass spectrum, vanishing of chemical potentials and BB, asymmetries. 
  The Hagedorn density of excited states is )exp( mmD hβρ ττ −= , where τD is a constant 
and hβ =1/ .0T  The 0T is the limitingT and the exponentτ is a parameter.  This density will 
affect JA which are sums over the lowest plus all exited states of J . For a Hagedorn 
density the JA V~ ))/(()/(
)2/3(2/5
0
−−∞− ∫ ττ xdxemy xyJ  with TTmTTy J 000 /)( −= . The 0Jm is 
the lowest mass of particles of type J . For τ <5/2, ∞→JA  as 1/ )2/5(0 )( τ−−TT . An 
infinite JA will result in 0,, →QSB µµµ and the associated fugacities 1,, →zyx . As a 
simplified example, a system with one chemical potential Bµ has:  
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Forτ <5/2, Bµ  will go to zero as ,)( )2/5(0 τ−−TT  when 0TT → , the Hagedorn limitingT . 
The behavior of ≡τ,yI )2/5())/( )2/3( ττ −Γ→∫ −−∞ xdxe xy  withτ for 0→y is essential for 
determining the properties of JA and Bµ . For τ >5/2, Bµ  will go to a constant that depends 
onτ . For τ =5/2+ ,η  )2/3(2/5 /)( −−∞− ∫ ττ xdxey xy  η/1=  as 0→y . When 5/2<τ <7/2, the 
constant η/1  is approached with∞ slope: ))(1(2 2/13,2/1 yIy y π−= . For >τ 7/2, the slope is 
finite. The BN( + VNB /) ~ τ
τ
,
2/5
yIy
− )/cosh( TBµ  which diverges as 1/ τ−− 2/50 )( TT  for 
2/5<τ  and for −→ 2/5τ this quantity )/)(ln( 2000 TTTm −−→ . The asymmetry 
)( BBAsy = BN( −+ BB NN /() )BN  = )/coth( TBµ )/1/()/1( xxxx −+= , with BB NN −  
= B  fixed.  An∞ density presents a problem if particles are not point like. The model is 
thus limited to ρ andT  where composite baryons and mesons don’t overlap. At some 
value ρ ~1hadron/ 3fm  and 0TTT Qg <= , a transition to a quark-gluon phase occurs which 
truncates behaviors based on this particular model. A discussion of this feature can be 
found in ref[10] where the Qg phase is treated in a statistical model of Qg bags. 
 In [6], data are fit to a statistical model with 2/10 )(85.80 TTB −=µ in MeV and 1670 =T .   
A 2/10 )( TT − dependence occurs for .2=τ . This form for Bµ will be used. Then: 
  
                  exp)/exp( == Tx Bµ [ ]))(/85.80( 2/10 TTT −                                              (11) 
 
Because of the large cost factor 80.85 2/10T ~/1045/ TT = TmN / , large )( BBAsy  occur 
only if 0TT ≈ . At ,99. 0TT = 2)( ≈BBAsy  and at ,9. 0TT =   )( BBAsy =1.06 . When 
BT µ>> , )( BBAsy  BT µ/→ .     
   Given x or Bµ , the Sµ and z follow from results noted above while eq.(3) gives Qµ and y . 
Simple scaling laws relating Sµ and Qµ to Bµ are developed in sect.2.5.    
2.4 Particle ratios and fluctuations 
  Results from the previous section can be used to study particle ratios prior to resonance 
decays. The final distributions of particles seen experimentally are changed by decays. A 
few examples are now presented which will illustrate the importance of various factors. 
When 1=y , −+ KK / = 2exp( TS /µ ). The −+ KK / ratio can also be used to discuss the 
role of dropping masses [11] which leads to an enhancement of this ratio. The simplest 
result for this ratio is at low T when 1/ >>TBµ  and when ΩΞ,  are neglected. Then  
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The exponential factor KB mm +− Λµ plays a significant role in −+ KK / .  For ZN >  
1)/exp( <= Ty Qµ and the −+ KK / = 2exp( TS /µ )exp( 2 )/TQµ is reduced. When Sµ  
and Bµ  are connected by eq.(7), the kaon asymmetry −−+ − KKK /)( = TS /2µ = 
TC BSB /2 µ . The SBC is the baryon strangeness correlation coefficient involving the 
strangeness in hyperons to the strangeness fluctuation in kaons plus hyperons-see eq.(3).  
   The +− ππ / ratio = )/2exp( TQµ− . A good approximation (~1 % error at T=120Mev) is: 
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The ( ++− − πππ /) charge asymmetry ratio prior to resonance decays ~ BZN /)( − . This 
ratio also involves theT dependent amplitudes: πAAAN ,, ∆ , with the numerator containing 
only the baryon amplitude ∆AAN , while the denominator also includes the meson 
amplitude πA . This remark is similar to that for kaons which involved SBC . Anti-baryons 
appear as x/1 terms and are small until 0TT ≈ . At a low enoughT where xAN  dominates, 
the +− ππ /  →  1+ BZN /)(4 − which is a limiting value for +− ππ / .  
     The fluctuation inΦ is 2Φδ = 22 >Φ<−>Φ< . In the grand canonical ensemble 2Φδ  = 
)/( φµ∂>Φ<∂T  = ><Σ ii N2φ  = JJJ sqbii zyxa −Σ 2φ  where iφ is the quantum number 
associated with particle i . The fluctuations in strangeness, where S=Φ and Sµµφ = , were 
already shown to be important in the relation between Sµ and Bµ as given in eqs.(6,7). The 
fluctuations in baryon number (where B=Φ and Bµµφ = ) is simply BB NN +  since 
1±=ib only. In a Hagedorn model this fluctuation can diverge. Such divergences are 
related to singularities in the baryonic compressibility BT ,κ = TBPVV )/)(/1( ∂∂− . The 
TB VP )/( ∂∂ = TVNN TBBB /)/)(( ∂∂− µ  from TNNVP BBB )( += and )/( TV TB V )/( ∂∂µ   
= )/()( BBBB NNNN +−−  fromB conservation giving: 
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From sec.(2.3) , )( BB NN + diverges as τ−− 2/50 )/(1 TT for 2/5<τ , while B is fixed at 
>< B = )( BB NN − . A critical exponentγ is associated with the divergence of Tκ , with 
Tκ ~ γ)/(1 0 TT − . Consequently, the critical exponentγ and the prefactor exponentτ are 
connected byγ = τ−2/5 . In turn,γ is connected to the exponent in the vanishing 
behavior of Bµ ~ τ−− 2/50 )( TT . The compressibility of a pure gas of massless pions 
with 0=µ , including degeneracy terms, is [12] πκ ,T = )/())3(/)2(( TNV >< πςς which is 
somewhat larger than an ideal gas result )/(/1 TNVPT ><==κ because of the 
statistical attraction of bosons which increases the compressibility. The zeta functions 
that appear in this expression for Tκ  arise from degeneracy corrections.  The ideal 
gas Tκ follows from eq.(14) when >=< BB 2δ , which is the poissonian limit. Then the rhs 
in the first equality in eq.(14) is 1 and BT ,κ = )./( TBV ><  By constrast, the Tκ  of a van 
der Waals gas becomes infinite at a critical point in a liquid gas phase transition which is 
responsible for the phenomena of critical opalescence. In such a phase transition the 
density fluctuations become large since the system doesn’t know whether to be in a gas 
phase or a liquid phase.     
Properties of Bµ are also reflected in the baryonic heat capacity BVC , at constantV [13]:  
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Here, the derivatives of Bµ are with respect toT at constantV . The singularities of 
BVC , are discussed in ref.[13]. The importance of the difference of charge fluctuations in 
the hadron phase and in the quark gluon phase were discussed in ref.[14,15].  
2.5 Scaling laws  
   Using eq.(11) for Bµ , values of Sµ and Qµ follow from the constraint equations. When 
ΩΞ,  contributions are neglected, then eq.(12) is a simple connection of Sµ to Bµ which 
can be rewritten as )1/()/tanh( ffTS +=µ  with )()/exp()2/1( TRTf Bµ= . The )(TR is 
the ratio of mass terms that appear in eq.(12) with = Kaaa 2/)3( ΣΛ + . ForT MeV100<  a 
scaling relation BS µµ / 5/119. ≈≈ is found. The behavior of BS µµ / )100/02(.2. T−≈  
is a good approximation for 1600 << T without ΩΞ,  contributions. The ΩΞ,  terms 
become significant at ~T 120MeV . The scaling relation 5/1/ ≈BS µµ  is still a good 
approximation with ΩΞ,  terms. Very near 0T , eq.(7) gives 20./ ≈BS µµ =1/5 and 
contains not only ΩΞ, , but also anti-hyperons. Including excited states of hyperons 
enhances Sµ while *K ’s decrease Sµ since Kaaa /)3( ΣΛ + → KAAA 2/)3( ΣΛ + in f .  
   The Qµ follows from eq.(3) and the behavior of Qµ  is dominated by the π,,∆N  
contributions. A scaling law −=Qµ 10/)/)(( BBZN µ− also applies. Thus: 
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0 )(85.80 −≈µ ,    2/10 )()17.1636.15( TTMeVS −−≈µ ,     
           −≈Qµ 10/)/)(( BBZN µ− = )/)(( BZN −− 8.085 2/10 )( TTMeV −                    (17)  
 
The coefficient 15.36 is when BS µµ / ≈ .19 while 16.17 is with 1/5=0.2. Once  
SB µµ , and Qµ determined, the >< VNi / then follow from eq.(1).     
3.Summary and Conclusions 
  Properties of the three chemical potentials SQB µµµ ,, were studied using an approach 
that lead to analytic expressions for them. The Gell-Mann/Nishijima expression for the 
third component of isospin ,22 YQIZ −= where the hypercharge SBY += , was used to 
obtain the electric chemical potential Qµ .The Qµ was then shown to depend on the initial 
proton/neutron asymmetry )./()( NZNZ +−  The abundance of initial nucleons, the large 
production of charged pions and ∆ ’s with several charged states plays an essential role in 
determining the value of Qµ , besides the asymmetry factor )/()( BNZN +− . The Qµ was 
also shown to scale with Bµ as −≈Qµ ).10/)(/)(( BBZN µ−  Simple connections between 
the strangeness Sµ and baryon Bµ  were developed. A main element in this connection was 
moments of the distribution of strangeness. Specifically, the ratio of strangeness carried 
in hyperons to the strangeness fluctuation in hyperons plus kaons determined the slope 
of Sµ with Bµ at high .T  For 0TT ≈  5/1/ ≈BS µµ  where the1/5 reflects this strangeness 
ratio. At lowT , where ΩΞ,  contribution can be neglected, a non-linear equation 
between Sµ and Bµ was also obtained. Moreover, solutions to this non-linear equation also 
show a scaling relation is present that reads 6/1/ ≈BS µµ valid for .140MeVT <   
  The role of the Hagedorn mass spectrum in the temperature dependence of chemical 
potentials was investigated. The prefactor exponent, labeledτ , plays an essential role in 
the temperature dependence of chemical potentials determining whether they vanish as 
the critical Hagedorn 0T is approached. A large baryon/anti-baryon asymmetry, as 
measured by BN( −+ BB NN /() )BN , exists only if 2/5≤τ and 098.0 TT ≈ . The result 
thatT has to be within a few % of 0T has its origin in the high cost associated with TmN / . 
The expressions developed for SQB µµµ ,, were used to study particle ratios, such as the 
pion charge asymmetry ( ++− − πππ /) , the kaon strangeness ratio −+ KK / , prior to 
adjustments from resonant decays. Terms important in these ratios and asymmetries were 
studied. For example, KB mm +− Λµ  is important in −+ KK / . Fluctuations were also 
investigated and connected to associated thermal quantities such as the relation of the 
isothermal compressibility to particle number fluctuations. A relation γτ =−2/5  
between the prefactor exponentτ and the critical exponentγ , which determines the 
divergence of the isothermal compressibility, was noted.           
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